Grade 4 Daily Schedule - Thursday 7th May
Daily Zoom Check In - 9.00am - 9.20am
Refer to your Google Classroom for your class Zoom link
and password

Time
9.20

Subject
Reading

Focus children and Topics
Focus children ● Focus children chat
● Daily schedule
● Any questions?

Learning Intention and Tuning in
LI: We are learning to summarise
fiction texts
Watch videoon summarising a
fiction text ( this is the same as
Monday’s video. Refer to if you
need to revise the strategy)

Activity
Choose to listen to M
 rs Rowell’s story 
or choose a
fiction text of your own.
Complete your summary on either text of your
choice using the Somebody, Wanted, But, Then, So
summarising tool.
Somebody- Who is the main character/s?
Wanted- What did the character/s want?
But- What was the problem?
Then- How did the character/s try to solve the
problem
So- How was the problem solved?
Put this information into a paragraph. Reread it to
make sure it makes sense!

10.00

Writing

LI: We are learning to write
information reports
I can write different types of
sentences.
Watch this video
on sentence
types
You can check this one as well!

10.30
11.00

Thursday - Practising our sentences
Look at the writer's seed for today.
Write down some facts and thoughts about the
picture. Try and use interesting words.
CHALLENGE:
Write some at least 3 simple, compound and
complex sentences about the picture on the
worksheet.

Recess - eat snack and play/rest
Number

LI: We are learning about addition
and subtraction
I can solve equivalent number
sentences.
Steps - equivalent number
sentences:
Step 1. 
Find the total of the side
with both numbers
Step 2.Find the missing number (you can use a number line - watch
this video
)

EXAMPLE:72 - 12 = 50 +?
Step 1. Find the total of the side with both
numbers
72-12 = 60
Step 2.
Find the missing number to equal 60
50 + ? = 60
Step 3.
Fill in the missing number to complete
the equivalent number sentence
50+10=60
So, 7
2 - 12 = 50 + 10

Step 3.Fill in the missing number
to complete the equivalent
number sentence

Work through the following equations in your
maths book. Follow the steps above.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

22+12 = 50-?
90-9 = 85+?
55-? = 20+10
97+3 = 115-?
120 - 20 = 75+?
75+15 = 98-?
87-8 = 60+?
77+5 = 95 -?

CHALLENGE: Work through the CHALLENGE
worksheet from yesterday..
12.00

Spelling/
Grammar

Spelling/Grammar

Spelling/Grammar

LI: We are learning about plurals

Write 5 sentences using plural nouns from the
spelling list.

SC:I understand how to use plurals
Warm Up
Watch the videothat explains the
spelling of regular and irregular
plurals.

Here is an example:
The heroes played dominoes before washing the
dishes.
Challenge: use adjectives to describe the plural
nouns
Here is an example
:
The braveheroes played dominoes before washing
the 
dirtydishes.
Further your understanding of plurals
Nouns for things that come in two or have two
‘mirror image halves like sunglasses. You use 
a pair
ofto talk about a single set,and pairs of, with a
number or quantity word in front it, to talk about
more than one set.

NOW, become once again a Private
Investigator in your home. Write down as
many things that you can find that there is 1
pair of 
ormany pairs of.
Here is an example
a
pairof sunglasses
3 pairsof sunglasses
a
pairof shorts
12.30

Lunch - eat lunch and play/rest

1.45

Specialists

Pick your specialist subject:
● Spanish
● Physical Education
● Science
● Digitech
● Music

Go to the L
yndhurst At Home Learning huband
select an activity from the relevant specialist
matrix.

2.45

Free play

Your choice!
● Pick an activity from Mrs Vorster’s List of FUN THINGS TO DO!
● Pick an activity from Mrs Smith’s list of 
mindfulness ideas
● Watch this c
lipabout our Healthy Habit of Respect and then do something that
demonstrates respect for yourself and others

